COOPERATIVE NEWS
“We have had the unique privilege
in providing services to amazing
customers like the Bailey and
Greene families, and I am humbled
by the generosity that Mrs. Bailey
showed to her neighbor.”
– Steve Harmon, CEO
Community Electric Cooperative and RECORE

Cooperative Spirit
Warms Homes and Hearts

L

ast month, RECORE Director of
Operations Glen Presson got a call
that would end the year on a warm
note. The caller, Lynwood Greene, an
Army veteran, was worried beyond
belief about his wife and her dialysis
treatments. As if 2020 hadn’t been hard
enough, the approaching winter season
had Lynwood feeling an enormous
pressure mounting: If the power went
out in rural Southampton, his wife
Vanessa, may not survive.
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On daily dialysis,
Vanessa was forced to do
her treatments at home
due to the pandemic. Her
husband was eager to learn
the detail of treatments and
ways to mitigate any potential
problems. He’s been her caregiver
and does her daily treatments. As if
the pandemic was not already causing
enough anxiety, the possibility of
winter storms and power outages
could interrupt Vanessa’s treatment
schedule. The complexities of dialysis
are delicate, and a power interruption
could have fatal consequences.
Lynwood researched options like
standby generators. A longtime member
of Community Electric Cooperative,
Lynwood contacted his co-op and
inquired about a whole-home generator,
which has a complex and lengthy
installation process. The pandemic
created additional challenges affecting
supply, lengthening that process.
That’s when Presson stepped in.
He contacted a RECORE customer,
Mrs. Bailey, who had been waiting
for her own generator to arrive and
was scheduled for installation. Her

late husband had always hooked up a
portable generator, but that task became
too overwhelming for her to continue.
She believed her husband would have
wanted to help someone in need, as
did she, so Mrs. Bailey gave up her
spot in line to the Greenes.
Presson went a little further in
his service. Since the Greenes were
planning to pay cash for their
system, his RECORE team
connected them with a
representative from ElecTel
Cooperative Federal
Credit Union who was
able to provide financing within
24 hours. Amerigas, Briggs & Stratton
and Southampton County all joined
in prioritizing installation and setup
for the Greenes. A project that usually
takes 18 weeks was completed in just
21 days.
“We have had the unique privilege
in providing services to amazing
customers like the Bailey and Greene
families, and I am humbled by the
generosity that Mrs. Bailey showed
to her neighbor,” says RECORE CEO
Steve Harmon. He went on to say
that it was because of “loyal and
knowledgeable employees like Glen
Presson that situations like the Greene
family faced have such inspiring outcomes.”
RECORE specializes in standby
emergency power generation and has
several solutions available to make energy
supply resilient. “After all, it is our
specialty to create customized solutions
for our customers,” says Presson.
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Three Key Characteristics Define a Microgrid

25 Years

1. A microgrid is local
First, this is a form of local energy,
meaning it creates energy for nearby
customers. This distinguishes
microgrids from the kind of large
centralized grids that have provided
most of our electricity for the last
century. Central grids push electricity
from power plants over long distances
via transmission and distribution lines.
Delivering power from afar is inefficient
because some of the electricity — as
much as 8% to 15% — dissipates in
transit. A microgrid overcomes this
inefficiency by generating power close
to those it serves; the generators are
near or within the building, or in the
case of solar panels, on the roof.
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2. A microgrid is independent
Second, a microgrid can disconnect
from the central grid and operate
independently. This islanding capability
allows them to supply power to their
customers when a storm or other calamity
causes an outage on the power grid.
In the U.S., the central grid is especially
prone to outages because of its sheer
size and interconnectedness — more
than 5.7 million miles of transmission
and distribution lines. As we learned
painfully during what’s known as the
Northeast Blackout of 2003, a single
tree falling on a power line can knock
out power in several states, even across
international boundaries into Canada.

By islanding, a microgrid escapes
such cascading grid failures.
While microgrids can run
independently, most of the time they
do not (unless they are located in a
remote area where there is no central
grid or an unreliable one). Instead,
microgrids typically remain connected
to the central grid. As long as the
central grid is operating normally,
the two function in a kind of symbiotic
relationship, as explained below.
3. A microgrid is intelligent
Third, a microgrid, especially
advanced systems, are intelligent.
This intelligence emanates from what’s
known as the microgrid controller, the
central brain of the system, which manages
the generators, batteries and nearby
building energy systems with a high
degree of sophistication. The controller
orchestrates multiple resources to meet
the energy goals established by the
microgrid’s customers. They may be
trying to achieve lowest prices, cleanest
energy, greatest electric reliability or
some other outcome. The controller
achieves these goals by increasing or
decreasing use of any of the microgrid’s
resources — or combinations of those
resources — much as a conductor
would call upon various musicians to
heighten, lower or stop playing their
instruments for maximum effect.
Information and illustration provided
by microgridknowledge.com
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Closing Announcement
Community Electric Cooperative
will be closed Monday, Feb. 15, for
Presidents Day. To report an outage,
please call 1-855-700-2667.
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